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People Analytics Helps Define 
the Search for Skilled Labor
The analysis of human capital flows across markets and regions measures how, why, and 
where talent and skill clusters are creating and supporting sustainable market strength.

By Dr. Wayne Gearey, Chief Data Scientist, and  
Amy Fobes, Vice President of Business Development, Emsi

Gross domestic product (GDP) measures raw economic activity and 
has been used as a leading indicator of  the growth and perfor-
mance of  an economy for the last 70 years. In a digital and globally 

interconnected world, GDP is not a complete picture of  economic indica-
tors of  progress or predictive growth from market to market. The architect 
of  GDP, Simon Kuznets, recognized the limitations of  GDP. The Economist 
(2016)1 reported that GDP uses a statistical framework that is no longer 
an adequate measure of  a performing market, especially when it comes to 
people analytics. 

Whereas GDP tracks and measures markets based on manufacturing ac-
tivities revolving around the import/export and consumption of  products, 
it is critical to recognize that technology innovation is driving and creating 
new economies through the digitization, distribution, and consumption of  
explosive volumes of  data. Understanding the interrelationships and inter-

dependencies of  new service-based 
economies requires geographically- 
driven analysis of  human capital 
based on the availability, cost, and 
sustainability of  labor, especially 
technology talent and skill clusters.  

Not a New Concept
People analytics or human re-

sources analytics, a phrase first 
coined by Google in 2007, has 
evolved from a buzzword to recog-
nizing the need for analysis of  hu-
man capital flows across markets 

People analytics is defined by understanding a market through the dynamic interaction of a variety of economic indicators.
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People analytics 

leverages statistics, 

technology, and 

expertise to tackle 

large sets of  

labor data across  

a complex business 

ecosystem, all with 

the goal of helping 

companies achieve 

sustainable growth.

and regions to measure how, why, and where talent and skill clusters 
create and support sustainable market strength. In fact, these types of  
analytics and the results have rapidly become critical to understand the 
future economic performance of  most markets.

People analytics is not a new concept. Gary Becker, the pioneer of  
human capital and Nobel Laureate for Economics in 1992, referred to 
human capital as the abilities and qualities of  people that make them 
productive through levels of  academic achievements or trade skills. To-
day, understanding and analyzing human capital is dynamic and career 
paths are often not as linear as in previous decades. The demand for 
more labor data and analytics has grown — from statistical data at a 
market level that reflects hiring trends to tracking job postings and so-

cial profiles and much more.
Area Development’s 32nd an-

nual Corporate Survey and 14th 
annual Consultants Survey,2 
released in 2018, showed that 
CEOs from consulting compa-
nies are concerned that the 
availability of  skilled labor is af-
fecting their clients’ facility plan-
ning and/or current operations. 

As a result, a new method-
ological approach to making 
important decisions across 
an organization on workforce 
requirements and employment 
has emerged. This type of  analy-
sis requires robust labor market 
information combined with the 
ability to search for and find the 
right labor at the right time and 
in the right location. People ana-

lytics is not just an HR function to determine labor availability. People 
analytics is defined by understanding a market through the dynamic 
interaction of  a variety of  economic indicators.

Evidence-Based Location Decisions
The fallout from the 2008 recession put immense pressure on boards 

and C-level executives to improve upon evidenced-based location deci-
sions, especially where to place facilities and operations that would 
maintain, attract, and grow through a sustainable workforce. For any 
firm, labor is one of  the costliest expenditures, followed by real estate 
assets. 

People analytics leverages statistics, technology, and expertise to 
tackle large sets of  labor data across a complex business ecosystem, 
all with the goal of  helping companies achieve sustainable growth in 
today’s rapidly changing and interconnected economy. Decision support 
and labor analysis is unique for every company, even companies within 
the same industry.

Labor analysis is further complicated by a global challenge that there 
will be a 7.4 million projected job shortage in the U.S. by 2030 across 
all industries. As a result, the competition has intensified for specialized 



skills and labor clusters that crosscut local, regional, 
and global markets. Through people analytics, we can 
make sense of  and uncover specific occupations and 
skills located in often hidden geographies of  opportuni-
ty. For example, in India, there is a booming resource of  
qualified tech labor that global corporations are tapping 
into. The analytical process for understanding labor op-
portunity in other countries requires understanding la-
bor availability with an objective to see how it compares 
to the U.S. market and then determining the skills that 
allow a firm to get to the right opportunity. 

Econometric firms like Emsi are developing ways to 
predict tech labor patterns globally and then contextual-
ize this information and understand local market op-
portunities. The application below is a visual snapshot 
of  modeling complex labor, demographic, and economic 
drivers that contextualizes markets and reveals special-
ized labor hotspots. In simpler terms, this data-driven 
approach reveals where programmers can be found and 
uncovers a high concentration of  specialized skills such 
as Python programmers. 

Disrupting the Site Selection Process
People analytics is disrupting the way we look at site 

selection and should be of  interest to a variety of  stake-

holders, including: 
•  Prospective employers (particularly businesses

seeking to relocate or expand) — providing crucial
information to such employers, helping them to locate
in cities or regions which enable them to attract and
retain “the best and the brightest” for their workforce

•  Municipal and regional governments, economic devel-
opment practitioners, the business community —
assisting cities and regions in attracting companies
and investment

•  HR practitioners — assisting households who are
planning a move with relevant information about the
strengths that could be anticipated in a new location

•  Researchers and academic institutions — fostering
research and improving understanding of  what make
cities attractive and viable

In analyzing markets, people analytics has advanced 
beyond the limitations of  GDP. Today, in order to under-
stand emerging economies, the ability to measure the 
availability and sustainability of  labor allows firms to 
prescribe and predict economic opportunity for human 
capital and financial success across global markets.  n

1  https://www.economist.com/leaders/2016/04/30/how-to-measure-prosperity
2  https://www.areadevelopment.com/Corporate-Consultants-Survey-Results/ 

Q1-2018/32nd-annual-corporate-survey-14th-annual-consultants-survey.shtml
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Visual snapshot of modeling complex labor, demographic, and economic drivers that reveals specialized labor hotspots




